Disaster Response and Planning for Libraries

Fire, water, mold, construction problems,
power-outages mishaps like these can not
only bring library services to a grinding
halt, but can also destroy collections and
even endanger employees. Preparing for
the unexpected is the foundation of a
library s best response. Expert Kahn comes
to the rescue with this timely update of the
best step-by-step, how-to guide for
preparing and responding to all types of
library disasters. This completely revised
third edition offersQuick and efficient
guidance for creating protocols and
response plans tailored to your own
institution Pointers for handling all kinds of
library materials when damagedThe last
information on preparing for technology
recoveryUp-to-date
information
on
prevention equipment and materialsDozens
of reproducible checklists and forms, and a
comprehensive list of resourcesKahn s
guide gives libraries the tools they need to
face any emergency, no matter the size or
scope.
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18Providing a customized disaster response plan to assist libraries in quick recovery, this resource also outlines step to
minimize damage and protect materialsDisaster Response is the actual response to an emergency or disaster, whether or
not the disaster plan is activated. Subsets of the plan can be used to recoverSince no one can predict when a disaster will
strike, all libraries and archives need a disaster preparedness and recovery plan, but most archivists and
librariansPreservation staff lead the Library Collections Disaster and Salvage Teams to Library Collections Disaster
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librarianship today. Librarians must protect valuable collections, ensure the safety ofRead the ALIA Guide to Disaster
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council,If your library doesnt already have a disaster plan, this book will give you enough adrenaline to start writing one
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Publication Date: 2014. Disaster Response and Planning for Libraries.Emergency management is an essential
component of a collections preservation Planning for Continuity of Operations Contracting for disaster servicesBased
on visits to some 30 organizations within and outside the library profession and analysis of 62 library disaster control
plans, considers the terms disaster, This page includes general resources on disaster preparedness, Amigos Library
Services Disaster Plan Template for Libraries and Archives.This document contains both U.S. and international links for
disaster planning, response, and recovery with templates as well as disaster relief and donations. Just when you thought
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your library was safe and sound, disaster strikes! Disaster can take many forms other than the traditional fire, flood,
andEmergency management is an essential component of a collections preservation Planning for Continuity of
Operations Contracting for disaster services Just when you thought your library was safe and sound, disaster strikes!
Disaster can take many forms other than the traditional fire, flood, andHuman safety is the primary consideration in
disaster planning. Response plans are designed to keep people safe. Library planners often focus on other
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